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A mirror presented to a rrale Siamese Fighting Fish (Betta 

splendens) can serve as an effective reinforcer for an operant 

response (Thompson, 1963). Increases in response rate associated 
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with lllirror presentation appear to be specific to the operant response 

rather than the result of a generalized activity increase (Goldstein, 1967; 

Hogan, 1967). The present study investigated the role of the duration of 

m.i.rror reinforcement and the contingencies for m:i.rror reinforcement on 

operant behavior of male Siamese Fighting Fish. 

Subjects. Four adult male Betta splendens were obtained from a local 

pet supplier. 

Apparatus. The Ss were maintained in 2-liter Pyrex aquaria measuring· 

4.5 X 9 X 10 in., filled with conditioned tap water at 80° ~ 1.0°. These 

aquaria served as test tanks when transferred to the response detection

-reinforcement presentation apparatus. A 3/4 x 1 1/2 x 1 1/2 in. transpar

ent luci te response channel was suspended in the tank, such that each 

transit of the fish through the channel interrupted a beam of light falling 

on photoconductors. By using external relay circuitry it was possible to 

detect only unidirectional passage through the channel, thus assuring that 

the S was oriented toward the area of the tank wall where the mirror was 

presented. A 311 x 611 mirror was made available by extinguishing a 15 

watt lamp behind the one-way mirror for a fixed period. All programming 

contingencies and duration of mirror presentation was controlled by remote 

electromechanical timer-relay equipment. The apparatus was described in 

greater detail by Sturm, Grabowski and Thompson (1966). A vertical row of 

four colored 24 volt Dialco lamps (red, yellow, green and blue) were 

situated along one end of the tank. 
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Procedure. The fish were maintained on a 14 h light-10 h dark cycle, 

with feeding approximately 1 h into the lig,ht period. One half hour after 

food had been placed in the tanks, the excess was siphoned out along with 

one-quarter of the water. At the end of each day this water was replaced 

with freshly conditioned tap water. 

Two weeks were allowed far adapting to the foregoing routine, after 

which conditioning began. EXperimental sessions were initiated 1 h follow

ing feeding by suspending the response charmel in the tank. 

EXPERIMENT I: Effect of Reinforcement Duration 

In the first experiment subjects were initially conditioned using a 

15 second ~ duration. Following stabilization of the operant baseline 

the reinforcement duration was changed systematically to 30, 60 or 120 

seconds in a randanized order far three day blocks. Each three day block 

was replicated three times, thus the data far each reinforcement duration 

are based on nine one hour sessions. 

RESULTS 

The effect of duration of reinforcement on overall rate can be seen 

in Figure 1. There is an inverse relation between reinforcement duration 

and response rate. However, there is a direct relation between reinforce

ment duration and the responses emitted relative to the number of oppon

tuni ties to respond as sham in Figure 2. Thus, while responses per oppor

tunity is directly related to mir.ror duration, overall rate is inversely 

related to reinforcement duration. 
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EXPERIMENT II: Effects of Fixed Ratio Schedules 

of Mirn>r Reinforcement 

The fish were restabilized using a 2-mi.nute mirror duration and the 

value of the fixed ratio schedule varied. The session length was increased 

to 14 hours. After 2 weeks of conditioning it was possible to maintcin 

fixed ratios up to 4, with occasional sessions at FR 7, with considerable 

variability, which is shown in Figure 3. Contingencies were then changed 

such that each response produced illumination of one of four colored 

lights near the end of the aquarium. When this was done, "pause" and 

"break" performance characteristic of ratio schedules emerged. The number 

of responses required to produce successive lights was then progressively 

increased, and chained schedules with individual component values of 2 and 

3 were investigated. Subsequently, a basic 4 component chain composed of 

FR 2' s was reinforced on an FR 2 or FR 3 schedule. This second order 

chained schedule generated good ratio control as revealed by the last 

two currn.llati ve records on this figure. 

After the simple or higher order chained schedules had been run, 

attempts were made to maintain tandem performance at the same or similar 

total FR. values. Figure 4 shows the number of responses per hour at each 

ratio value before the chained concH tion, during the chained condition 

and after return to the tandem condition. There is a clear direct re

lation between total responses required per mirror reinforcement and rate. 

Interestingly, the added stimuli maintain e;ood control well above the 

maximum ratio maintained without the added stimuli (FR 7) . In each case 
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rates with the chained or higher order conditions were higher than rates 

with similar tandem schedules. However, once the chained schedule was 

used at a given value, it was possible to maintain tandem performance above 

the original max:i.Im..lm value. 

Figure 5 shows the effect of total response reqtri.relrent and schedule 

of stimulus presentation on the inter-reinforcement interval. As might be 

expected, the inter-reinforcement interval increases as the total response 

requirement increases, however the inter-reinforcement time decreases with 

the chained stimulus condition and increases with tandem stimulus condi

tions. 

DISCUSSION 

The invei"Se relation be'Th>een mirror duration and response rate dis

tinguishes these results fvam the commanly observed negatively accelerated 

f\IDction relating performance to amount of reinforcement (Hilgard and 

Marquis, 1961). These results are similar to recent findings in which 

stiJiulant drugs have been used as reinforcers (Pickens and Thompson, 1968) 

and food reinforcement under conditions of 24 hour availability of food 

(Pickens and Thompson, Unpublished) . 

The second experiment shows that fixed ratio performance can be 

effectively maintained when st:im.llus change follows responding. Indications 

of schedule control and overall rate suggest that such st:im.llus conditions 

are initially a necess~J condition to establish stable ratio performance 

at FR values above FR 4 or 5 , but once established tandem contingencies 
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will maintain responding. These findings may be of particular interest 

since it was possible to maintain second order schedule control in a phyla

genetically primitive vertebrate. Possibly most interesting, the light 

imnediately preceding Illirrur presentation also comes to serve as a CS for 

classically conditioned display, as revealed in an earlier experiment 

(Thompson and Sturm, 1965). In the second order chained schedule condition, 

presentation of each red light tends to elicit classically conditioned dis-· 

play, while presentation of the mirror following the 16th or 24th response 

elicits an unconditioned fixed action pattern. Thus, this procedure ex

perimentally synthesizes an operant with classically conditioned responses, 

and unconditioned fixed action patterns (Thompson, 1968) . 
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vertical lines indicate the ra.'1ge of values, 
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Inter-reinforcement intervals dl..tf'inR the last session of stable 
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